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We introduce a new way of specifying graphs: through languages,
i.e., sets of strings. The strings of a given (finite, prefix-free) language
represent the vertices of the graph; whether or not there is an edge
between the vertices represented by two strings is determined by the
pair of symbols at the first position in these strings where they differ.
With this new, ``positional'' or lexicographic, method, classical and
well-understood ways of specifying languages can now be used to
specify graphs, in a compact way; thus, (small) finite automata can be
used to specify (large) graphs. Since (prefix-free) languages can be
viewed as trees, our method generalizes the hierarchical specification
of particular types of graphs such as cographs and VSP graphs. Our
main results demonstrate an intrinsic relationship between the
fundamental operations of language concatenation and graph sub-
stitution. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Many classes of graphs can be defined in an inductive
way, i.e., as the smallest class of graphs containing certain
elementary graphs and closed under certain graph opera-
tions. This means that every graph in the class can be repre-
sented by an expression, or, equivalently, by a labeled tree.
Well-known examples are the class of cographs (represented
by cotrees) [CorLerSte], the class of minimal (or, trans-
itive) vertex seriesparallel graphs (represented by binary
decomposition trees) [ValTarLaw], and the class of graphs
of tree-width k [RobSey]. The advantage of representing
graphs by trees is that properties of graphs can be verified
by induction on the tree, often leading to efficient algo-
rithms (see, e.g., [CorLerSte, ValTarlaw, AdhPen, BodMo h,
Arn, ArnLagSee, Cou3, EngHarProRoz]).
The idea of representing cographs by cotrees (or trans-
itive VSP graphs by binary decomposition trees) has been
generalized to arbitrary graphs: every graph can be
represented by a tree that expresses its ``clan structure,''
where a clan (or module, or clumping, or autonomous set,
or... ; see, e.g., [BueMo h, Mo hRad]) is a set of vertices of
the graph such that any vertex outside the set is either
connected to all vertices in the set or to none. In [MulSpi]
the tree is called the modular decomposition of the graph,
in [Mo hRad] it is called its composition tree, and in
[EhrRoz2] it is called its shape or prime tree family (and
the concept is defined for so-called 2-structures that are
more general than graphs).
Rather than labeling each vertex of a tree (by a graph
operation) one can, equivalently, label the outgoing edges
of the vertex (by the graph operation and an argument
selector). Edge labeled trees, such that all edges leaving a
vertex of the tree have distinct labels, are in one-to-one
correspondence with (finite) prefix-free languages over the
alphabet of edge labels. In fact, the language corresponding
to a tree consists of all label sequences of paths from the root
to the leaves of the tree. The basic idea in this paper is to
turn the representation of graphs by trees into the repre-
sentation of graphs by languages, using the above corre-
spondence between trees and languages. Thus, we investi-
gate the representation of graphs by prefix-free languages
(where both the graphs and the languages are finite). Since,
in cotrees, binary decomposition trees, modular decomposi-
tions, composition trees, and shapes, the leaves of the tree
represent the vertices of the graph, we now let the strings of
a given prefix-free language represent the vertices of the
graph. To define the edges between such vertices we assume
the alphabet of the language to have a graph structure, and
we connect two vertices, represented by two strings, if the first
two symbols at which the strings differ are connected in the
alphabet graph. This positional or lexicographic idea of ``first
difference'' is in accordance with cotrees, binary decomposi-
tion trees, and shapes (because two paths from the root to
two leaves part at the least common ancestor of those leaves).
It is considered implicitly at the end of [Sab2].
Representing graphs by languages yields the possibility to
use ideas and concepts from formal language theory to
investigate graphs. In particular we investigate how the
structure of the language influences the structure of the
graph. One way of structuring a language is by building it
as a concatenation of other, simpler languages. The opera-
tion of concatenation is certainly the most basic and well-
understood operation in formal language theory. The main
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outcome of our investigations is the close connection
between concatenation of languages and substitution of
graphs. The operation of graph substitution that we con-
sider, consists of the substitution of graphs for the vertices
of a given graph, in such a way that the substituted graphs
become clans of the resulting graph. This natural operation
of substitution of graphs is well known in graph theory (see,
e.g., [Har, Gol], where it is called graph composition). Its
close correspondence to the representation of graphs by
(de)composition trees is stressed in [Mo hRad]. Generaliza-
tions of it are extensively used in the area of graph gram-
mars [EhrKreRoz]. The relationship between concatena-
tion of languages and substitution of graphs will be
expressed in several ways. In Section 3 we show that every
graph that is represented by a language over a given
alphabet, can be obtained by repeated substitution into the
subgraphs of the alphabet (recall that it is assumed that the
alphabet is a graph). In Section 4 the concatenation of two
languages is shown to correspond to the substitution of one
graph for each vertex of another graph.
Section 1 contains preliminaries, including the definition
of graph substitution. In Section 2 we present the main
definition of how a language represents a graph, and we
establish some basic properties of this representation. In
particular, it is shown that quotients of the language (in the
formal language theoretic sense) give clans in the graph. The
operation of taking the quotient (or derivative) of a
language (by a string) is a classical language theoretic
operation: according to the well-known Nerode theorem
the set of quotients of a language defines the minimal deter-
ministic finite automaton that recognizes the language (see,
e.g., [Eil, Section III.5] or [RabSco, Brz]). Moreover, in
terms of trees this minimal automaton is the graph obtained
from the tree, corresponding to the language, by sharing
equal subtrees (due to the finiteness and prefix-freeness of
the language). This leads to the idea of representing graphs
by minimal finite automata or, equivalently, by trees with
shared subtrees, a representation that is more compact in
general than by trees. It should be clear that concatenation
of, say, two languages is useful for this compactness; the two
minimal automata can just be connected in sequence,
whereas in the tree representation many copies would have
to be made of the tree of the second language. It should also
be clear (although it will not be investigated in this paper)
that efficient graph algorithms that work on the tree
representing the graph can as well work on the tree with
shared subtrees.
We assume the reader to be familiar with elementary con-
cepts from formal language theory (see, e.g., [HopUll]).
1. GRAPHS, CLANS, AND SUBSTITUTION
We consider ordinary loop-free directed graphs
g=(V, E ), where V is the finite nonempty set of vertices
and EE2(V ) is the set of edges, with E2(V )=
(V_V )&[(x, x) | x # V ]. However, except in examples, we
will view E as a boolean function E2(V )  [0, 1], with
E(x, y)=1 iff (x, y) # E for all distinct x, y # V. We do this
for two reasons: (1) it is technically more convenient, and
(2) all our results can easily be generalized to ``labeled
2-structures,'' which are pairs (V, E ) where E is a mapping
E2(V )  2, and 2 is an arbitrary finite set (see [EhrRoz1,
EhrRoz2] for 2-structures, and in particular [EhrRoz2,
Section 6] for labeled 2-structures).
For a graph g, we denote its components by Vg and Eg .
As usual, for two graphs g and g$, an isomorphism from g
to g$ is a bijection , : Vg  Vg$ , such that Eg$(,(x), ,( y))=
Eg(x, y) for all distinct x, y # Vg ; g and g$ are isomorphic,
denoted g isom g$, if there is an isomorphism from g to g$.
We would like to point out that in this paper we do not iden-
tify isomorphic graphs formally, as is often done, for exam-
ple in the area of graph grammars. Next, as usual, g$ is an
induced subgraph of g if Vg$Vg and Eg$(x, y)=Eg(x, y)
for all distinct x, y # Vg$ ; since we will consider induced sub-
graphs only, we will say shortly that g$ is a subgraph of g.
For XVg , the subgraph of g induced by X will be denoted
g[X], or just by X if it is clear from the context that the sub-
graph is meant rather than the set.
We will investigate compact representations of graphs
that have a very regular structure. In general, this regularity
will be caused by the presence of many isomorphic clans in
the graph. Let g=(V, E ) be a graph, and let X be a non-
empty subset of V. X is a clan of g if, for every x, y # X and
z # V&X, E(x, z)=E( y, z) and E(z, x)=E(z, y). If X is a
clan, we will also say that the subgraph g[X] induced by X
is a clan. Well-known (and easily provable) facts about
clans are the following (see, e.g., [EhrRoz1, Mo hRad]).
The set V, and all singleton sets [x], x # V, are clans: the tri-
vial clans. The intersection of two (nondisjoint) clans is a
clan. If X and Y are disjoint clans, then, for every x, x$ # X
and y, y$ # Y, E(x, y)=E(x$, y$).
A natural way to construct a graph with many clans is by
substituting graphs for the vertices of a graph, as follows.
Let g be a graph, and let gx be a graph for every x # Vg .
Intuitively, we substitute gx for vertex x in g, in such a way
that the edges between gx and the rest of the resulting graph
are inherited from the edges between x and the rest of g; in
this way gx becomes a clan of the resulting graph. Formally,
the substitution of gx for x into g, denoted by g[x  gx]x # Vg
or just g[x  gx], is the graph (V, E ) with
V=[(x, y) | x # Vg , y # Vgx],
and for distinct (x1 , y1), (x2 , y2) # V,
E((x1 , y1), (x2 , y2))={Eg(x1 , x2)Egx( y1 , y2)
if x1{x2
if x1=x2=x.
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Defining the vertices of the resulting graph as ordered
pairs of vertices of the component graphs (as in [Har, Sab1,
Sab2, Sab3]) turns out to be technically very convenient for
the purposes of this paper (see, in particular, the statements
of Theorem 4 and Theorem 12).
It should be clear from the above definition that, for every
x # Vg , [(x, y) | y # Vgx] is a clan of g[x  gx]x # Vg that is
isomorphic (as a subgraph) with gx . Thus, these sets form a
partition of V into clans. It should also be clear that sub-
stitution behaves correctly with respect to isomorphism, i.e.,
if g$x isom gx for all x # Vg , then g[x  g$x] isom g[x  gx].
Also, if , is an isomorphism from g to g$, then
g$[,(x)  gx] isom g[x  gx].
As an example of substitution, consider the graph g=
(V, E ) of Fig. 1(a) with V=[u, v, y, z] and E=[(u, v),
(v, y), ( y, z), (u, z)]. For the vertices x of g we substitute the
graphs gx shown in Fig. 1(b) , i.e., for v the graph with two
vertices and one edge, for y the discrete graph with two ver-
tices, for u the one-vertex graph, and for z the graph with
vertices z1 , z2 , z3 and edges (z1 , z2) and (z3 , z2). The result
of the substitution, g[x  gx]x # V , is shown in Fig. 1(c),
where we have indicated vertex (v, v1) simply by v1 and,
similarly, for the other vertices.
Note that, intuitively, in a substitution g[x  gx] one
does not have to substitute a graph for every vertex of g, in
FIG. 1. Graph Substitution.
the sense that one can always take gx to be the one-vertex
graph, the substitution of which does not change the graph
(as for u in the previous example). The special case of
g[x  gx], where all but one gx are the one-vertex graph
was considered in [EhrRoz2, Definition 7.9], where the
connection of this type of substitution to the substitution
operation in certain graph grammars was pointed out.
2. LANGUAGES THAT REPRESENT GRAPHS
A language L is a set of strings, where each string is a
sequence of symbols from some alphabet. In order to let L
represent a graph g, we will assume that the alphabet also
has a graph structure, with the symbols as vertices. The
basic idea is to let the strings of L be the vertices of g and
to put an edge between two strings in g iff, in the alphabet
graph, there is an edge between the two symbols at the posi-
tion in the strings where they first differ from each other. In
order that this ``first difference'' always exists, we require the
language L to be prefix-free. Since a prefix-free language can
be viewed as a tree, our approach is in line with well-known
ways of representing graphs by trees, as discussed in the
Introduction.
Let V be an alphabet, and let V* denote the set of all
strings over V, as usual. The empty string is denoted *. For
strings x, y # V*, x is a prefix of y if y=xz for some z # V*.
A language LV* is prefix-free if there are no distinct
x, y # L such that x is a prefix of y. For a language LV*
and a string x # V*, x is a prefix of L if x is a prefix of y for
some y # L.
Definition 1. Let h be a graph. A graph representation
language, abbreviated grep language, over h is a nonempty
finite prefix-free subset L of V h*. The graph defined by L,
denoted grah(L) or just gra(L) if h is clear from the context,
is the graph (V, E ) with V=L and for distinct x, y # L,
E(x, y)=Eh(a, b), where a, b # Vh are the first symbols of x
and y, respectively, where x and y differ (i.e., x=uax$ and
y=uby$ for some u, x$, y$ # V h* and a{b; since L is prefix-
free, such a and b exist).
L represents a graph g iff gra(L) isom g.
Clearly, the intuition behind the graph h in this definition
is that it is an alphabet with a graph structure. Thus, a
grep language L over h is a language over the (ordinary)
alphabet Vh , while Eh is used to define the edges of
grah(L).
For a graph h, we denote by Rep(h) the set of all graphs
g for which there exists a grep language L over h such that
gra(L) isom g. In other words, Rep(h) consists of all graphs
that are represented by a grep language over h.
Every graph g can be represented by a grep language in
a trivial way, taking the graph itself as the alphabet graph.
In fact, if h=g and L=Vh , then L is a grep language over h
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with grah(L)=g; note that L contains strings of length one
only.
Whereas a grep language L over h represents a graph, L
itself can be represented in several well-known ways. First,
since L is prefix-free, it can be represented by a unique
rooted directed (unordered) tree T of which the edges are
labeled by symbols from the alphabet Vh , in such a way that
the edges leaving a node of T have distinct labels. T
represents L in the sense that L is the set of all label sequen-
ces of the paths from the root of T to its leaves. For two such
paths, with label sequences x and y, the first symbols a and
b where x and y differ (as in the definition of gra(L)) are
precisely the labels of the first two edges where the paths
part (in [EhrRoz2, Definition 5.1] (a, b) is called the
branching pair of x and y). The nodes of T are in one-to-one
correspondence with the prefixes of L. In particular, the
leaves of T correspond to the elements of L and, hence, to
the vertices of gra(L). Note that for the two leaves corre-
sponding to x and y, as above, the symbols a and b label out-
going edges of the least common ancestor of the two leaves.
Second, L may be represented by any finite automaton A
that recognizes L. Note that A is a directed graph of which
the vertices are called states (with an initial state and final
states) and of which the edges are labeled by symbols from
Vh . In particular we may require that A is deterministic and
that its final states have no outgoing edges. For two strings
x and y from L, we can find their first difference (a, b) by
following the paths in A corresponding to x and y (which
are unique because of the determinism of A) and see where
they part. Note that the tree T discussed above is such a
finite automaton, where the root of T is its initial state and
the leaves of T are its final states. This is the deterministic
automaton accepting L with the maximal number of (use-
ful) states. Another automaton of interest is the minimal
deterministic automaton Amin that accepts L; just as the tree
T, it is a unique representation of L. Since L is finite, Amin
is acyclic, and since L is nonempty and prefix-free, Amin has
exactly one final state. Just as in T, the elements of L
uniquely correspond to the paths in Amin that lead from the
initial state to the final state. It is not difficult to see that
Amin can be obtained from the tree T by sharing all equal
subtrees of T (see [Eil, Section III.5]). Thus, if T has many
equal subtrees, then L and, hence, gra(L), has a very com-
pact representation Amin . We will see later that this means
that gra(L) has a very regular clan structure.
Example 2. We give three examples of grep languages.
The first example shows that our approach generalizes the
usual representation of numbers by positional notation.
(1) Let h be the two-vertex one-edge graph with
Vh=[0, 1] and Eh=[(0, 1)], and let n # N. Then
Ln=1 } [0, 1]n is a grep language over h (consisting of all
bitstrings of length n+1, starting with a 1). For x, y # Ln ,
there is an edge from x to y in grah(Ln) iff the first bit in
which x and y differ (counting from the left) is 0 in x and 1
in y, i.e., iff the number denoted by x is smaller than the
number denoted by y. Thus, gra(Ln) is a linear order with
2n vertices. The graph gra(L2) is shown in Fig. 2a; it
corresponds to the linear order 100<101<110<111. The
tree T corresponding to L2 is given in Fig. 2b, and the mini-
mal automaton Amin for L2 is given in Fig. 2c, where the
initial state is indicated by a double arrow and the final state
is encircled. Note that Amin is obtained from T by sharing
equal subtrees; this means in particular that all leaves of T
are identified. It should be clear that, in general, the minimal
automaton Amin for Ln has just n+2 vertices and, thus, is a
very compact representation of the graph grah(Ln) which
has 2n vertices.
(2) Let h be the undirected graph shown in Fig. 3a,
where, formally, an undirected edge [x, y] is a pair of direc-
ted edges (x, y) and ( y, x). Consider the grep language
L=[a, c] } [a, b] } [a, c]=[aaa, aac, aba, abc, caa, cac,
cba, cbc] over h. The (undirected) graph gra(L) is given in
Fig. 3b; it consists of two squares. The tree corresponding to
L is shown in Fig. 3c, and the minimal automaton in Fig. 3d.
For the grep language L$=[a, b] } L, gra(L$) can be
obtained by taking two disjoint copies of gra(L) and by
connecting each vertex of the first copy with each vertex of
the second copy (by an undirected edge). Thus, gra(L$) has
16 vertices and 16+64=80 edges, but, obviously, the
corresponding minimal automaton Amin has just 5 vertices
and 8 edges; this should convince the reader that (the
graph) Amin is a compact representation of a very com-
plicated graph (that has, however, a very regular structure).
FIG. 2. Example 2(1).
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FIG. 3. Example 2(2).
(3) Consider finally the graph h in Fig. 4a and the grep
language L=[bd, bed, bee, caa, cab, daa, dab, db] over h.
The tree corresponding to L is shown in Fig. 4b, gra(L) in
Fig. 4c, and the minimal automaton for L in Fig. 4d.
We now introduce a notation for the first difference of
two distinct strings; this notation will be very useful in a
number of proofs in the sequel. Let V be an alphabet.
Intuitively, we view the strings in V* as extended with B 's,
where B is a new symbol, standing for ``blank.'' For
u, v # V* with u{v, we define first(u, v) # (V _ [B])_
(V _ [B]) recursively as follows (with a, b # V and * is the
empty string):
first(au, *)=(a, B), first(*, bv)=(B, b),
first(au, bv)={(a, b)first(u, v)
if a{b
if a=b.
This function has the following elementary properties (with
u, v, v$, u1 , u2 , v1 , v2 in V* and u{v, u1 {u2 , and v1 {v2):
(F0) first(u, v){(B, B),
(F1) u is a prefix of v iff first(u, v)=(B, b) for some b # V
iff first(v, u)=(b, B) for some b # V,
(F2) first(uv1 , uv2)=first(v1 , v2), and
(F3) if first(u1 , u2) # V_V, then first(u1 v, u2v$)=
first(u1 , u2).
Using this notation we have a compact way of expressing
Egra(L) through Eh and ``first'' (where h is a graph and L is
a grep language over h): if x and y are distinct elements of
L, then Egra(L)(x, y)=Eh(first(x, y)). Note that (F0) and
FIG. 4. Example 2(3).
(F1), together with the prefix-freeness of L, imply that
first(x, y) # Vh_Vh .
As mentioned already in the Introduction, we investigate
in this paper how the (formal language theoretic) structure
of a grep language L influences the (graph theoretic) struc-
ture of the graph gra(L) that it represents. We start with
some easy properties; in particular we consider the classical
operation of taking the quotient of a language by a string
(see, e.g., [RabSco, Brz, Eil, HopUll]). Let L be a grep
language over h.
If L$ is another grep language over h with L$L, then
gra(L$) is a subgraph of gra(L); recall that ``subgraph''
always means ``induced subgraph.''
If u # V*h , then the languages
uL=[uv | v # L],
uL=[v # V h* | uv # L],
pref (u, L)=u(uL)=uV h* & L
are all prefix-free (and, hence, they are grep languages over
h, provided they are nonempty). For the first two languages
prefix-freeness follows from properties (F1) and (F2). The
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language uL is the quotient of L by u, and pref (u, L) is the
set of all strings in L that have prefix u. Note that uL and
pref (u, L) are nonempty (and, hence, grep languages over
h) iff u is a prefix of L. Let us now consider the graphs
defined by these languages. First, by property (F2), gra(uL)
isom gra(L), with the isomorphism , : uL  L such that
,(uv)=v. Then, since pref (u, L)L, gra(pref (u, L)) is a
subgraph of gra(L).
The following lemma expresses the relation between the
quotients of a grep language and the clans of the graph it
defines. It demonstrates that the notion of clan also
naturally arises in a language-theoretic framework.
Lemma 3. Let L be a grep language over h, and let u be
a prefix of L:
(1) pref (u, L) is a clan of gra(L),
(2) gra(uL) isom gra(pref (u, L)), and, hence,
gra(uL) is isomorphic to a clan of gra(L).
Proof. (1) Let x # L&pref (u, L). Then u is not a prefix
of x, and, moreover, x is not a prefix of u (because u is a
prefix of L). Hence, by property (F1), first(u, x) # Vh_Vh .
And so, by property (F3), first(uv, x)=first(u, x) for every
v # V h*. Similarly, first(x, uv)=first(x, u). This shows that
pref (u, L) is a clan of gra(L).
(2) gra(uL) isom gra(u(uL))=gra(pref (u, L)). K
As an example, consider the grep language L from Exam-
ple 2(3) (cf. Fig. 4b). Then pref (b, L)=[bd, bed, bee]. It
can be seen directly from Fig. 4b that pref (b, L) is indeed a
clan of gra(L): every string not in pref (b, L) starts with c or
with d. It is easy to verify in Fig. 4c that [bd, bed, bee] is
indeed a clan of gra(L).
Lemma 3 shows that all (nonempty) quotients of L are
clans of gra(L). Viewing L as a tree T, as discussed before,
the nonempty quotients of L are the subtrees of T: if the
prefix u of L corresponds to the vertex x of T, then uL is
represented by the subtree of T rooted at x (and note that
pref (u, L) consists of all label sequences of paths going
through x). It is also well known (see, e.g., [Eil, Theorem
III.5.2]) that the minimal automaton Amin of L, also dis-
cussed before, can be constructed by taking all nonempty
quotients of L as the states of Amin; the initial state is then
L itself, and the final state is [*]. Thus, for prefixes u and v
of L, uL=vL iff u and v lead to the same state x of Amin
(starting from the initial state), and in that case uL (=vL)
consists of all strings that lead from x to the final state. The
equivalence relation uL=vL for strings u, v is the well-
known right-invariant equivalence relation of Nerode (see,
e.g., [Eil, Section III.9]).
Clearly, only certain clans of grah(L) correspond to
quotients of L, depending on the particular choice of h and L.
For instance, in Example 2(1), [101, 110] is a clan of
gra(L2), but not a quotient of L2 (in the sense that it is not
equal to pref (u, L) for any u). However, it is not difficult to
prove that when h and L are allowed to vary, every clan X
of a graph g is a quotient, in the sense that there is a
representation grah(L) of g such that ,(pref (u, L))=X
for some prefix u of L, where , is the isomorphism from
grah(L) to g. In fact, take x0 # X, and let h=g and
L=(Vg&X ) _ x0 X. Then it is easy to verify that grah(L)
isom g with the isomorphism , from grah(L) to g defined by:
,( y)=y for y # Vg&X, and ,(x0 x)=x for x # X (note that
Eg( y, x)=Eg( y, x0) and Eg(x, y)=Eg(x0 , y) for every
y # Vg&X and x # X, because X is a clan). Now,
,(pref (x0 , L))=,(x0(x0 L))=x0 L=X.
We now turn to the fundamental relationship between
concatenation of (grep) languages and substitution of
graphs. The classical operation of concatenation is the con-
catenation of two languages L1 and L2 : every string
of L1 is concatenated with every string of L2 . Here we con-
sider a more general concatenation operation: the con-
catenation of a language with a family of languages. To each
string x of a language L we associate a language Lx , and
we concatenate x with every string of Lx (only). The
result of this concatenation is the language  [xLx | x # L].
The next theorem shows that this generalized concatenation
operation corresponds precisely to graph substitution.
Theorem 4. Let L be a grep language over h, and
let Lx be a grep language over h, for every x # L.
Then  [xLx | x # L] is a grep language over h,
gra( [xLx | x # L]) isom gra(L)[x  gra(Lx)]x # L , and,
in particular, the concatenation function ,(x, y)=xy
is an isomorphism from gra(L)[x  gra(Lx)]x # L to
gra( [xLx | x # L]).
Proof. Note that  [xLx | x # L]=[xy | x # L, y # Lx],
and note that the set of vertices of gra(L)[x  gra(Lx)]x # L
is [(x, y) | x # L, y # Lx]. To show simultaneously that
 [xLx | x # L] is prefix-free and that the concatenation
function ,(x, y)=xy is an isomorphism from g=gra(L)
[x  gra(Lx)]x # L to g$=gra( [xLx | x # L]), let
x1 , x2 # L, y1 # Lx1 , and y2 # Lx2 . Since L is prefix-free,
x1 y1=x2 y2 implies x1=x2 and y1=y2 . Hence , is a bijec-
tion. Assume now that x1 y1{x2 y2 ; then x1{x2 , or x1=x2
and y1{y2 . By properties (F1)(F3),
first(x1 y1 , x2 y2)={first(x1 , x2)first( y1 , y2)
if x1{x2
if x1=x2 ,
and so  [xLx | x # L] is prefix-free (by prefix-freeness of L
and all Lx). Also, Eg$(,(x1 , y1), ,(x2 , y2))=Eg((x1 , y1),
(x2 , y2)), which means that , is an isomorphism from g
to g$. K
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Note that the concrete way in which we have defined sub-
stitution (with ordered pairs as vertices) has given us the
possibility of using the operation of concatenation as
isomorphism, in a natural way.
Note also that for the grep language L$= [xLx | x # L]
and for any x # L, xL$=Lx . In other words, the languages
Lx are quotients of L$. This implies that this generalized
type of concatenation is also natural from the point of view
of the relationship between prefix-free languages and their
trees: the tree T $ corresponding to the grep language
 [xLx | x # L] is obtained by attaching Tx to the leaf of T
that corresponds to x, where Tx is the tree of Lx and T is the
tree of L. It is perhaps interesting to observe that T
corresponds to the tree above a cut of T $, while the trees Tx
correspond to the trees below that cut. It should be clear
that, vice versa, for a given grep language, every cut through
its tree represents a way of viewing the language as a
generalized concatenation.
As an example of Theorem 4, consider again the lan-
guage L of Example 2(3) (see Fig. 4). Obviously,
L= [xLx | x # L0], where L0=[b, ca, da, db], Lb=
[d, ed, ee], Lca=Lda=[a, b], and Ldb=[*]. These grep
languages correspond to a cut through the tree of L in
Fig. 4b, as indicated in Fig. 5a. Let us now consider the
graphs represented by these grep languages. The graph
gra(L0) is shown in Fig. 5b. Since Lb=bL, Lemma 3
implies that gra(Lb) isom gra(pref (b, L))=gra([bd, bed,
bee]); from Fig. 4c it can now be seen that gra(Lb) is the
acyclic triangle. Obviously, gra(Lca) and gra(Lda) are
graphs with one edge and two vertices and gra(Ldb) is the
one-vertex graph. It is now easy to verify from Figs. 4c and
5b that, as proved in Theorem 4, gra(L) is isomorphic
to the result of substituting the graphs gra(Lx) into the ver-
tices x of gra(L0).
Theorem 4 can be viewed as a compositional result, in the
sense that it shows that the meaning of a grep language is
uniquely determined by the meanings of its components
(where the ``meaning'' of a grep language L is the
FIG. 5. A cut through the tree.
isomorphism class of the graph gra(L), and its ``com-
ponents'' are its quotients). From the point of view of trees
it shows the usual compositionality; the meaning of a tree is
determined by the meaning of its subtrees. Thus, the trees
may be viewed as expressions denoting graphs, where the
expressions are formed with the operation of graph substitu-
tion. We will discuss this aspect in more detail in the next
section (Theorem 8(2)).
As a consequence of this compositionality we obtain that,
in a grep language, we can replace quotients by equivalent
quotients (or, subtrees by equivalent subtrees).
Lemma 5. Let L, M be grep languages over h, let u be a
prefix of L, and let L$=(L&u(uL)) _ uM. If gra(uL) isom
gra(M ), then gra(L) isom gra(L$).
Proof. L$ is intuitively the result of replacing the
quotient uL by M in L. Note that pref (u, L)=u(uL). Con-
sider the grep language K=(L&pref (u, L)) _ [u].
Intuitively, K is the result of removing uL from L (i.e.,
removing the subtree corresponding to u). For x # K, define
the grep languages Lx and L$x as Lu=uL, L$u=M,
and Lx=L$x=[*] for x{u. Then  [xLx | x # K]=L
and  [xL$x | x # K]=L$. Hence, by Theorem 4, gra(L)
isom gra(K)[x  gra(Lx)] and gra(L$) isom gra(K)
[x  gra(L$x)]. Since gra(Lx) isom gra(L$x) for all x # K,
and the substitution behaves well with respect to isomor-
phism, gra(K)[x  gra(Lx)] isom gra(K)[x  gra(L$x)],
and so gra(L) isom gra(L$). K
Using this replacement lemma we will show that grep
languages can be reduced, in the following sense.
Definition 6. Let L be a grep language over h. L is
reduced if for all prefixes u, v of L: if gra(uL) isom gra(vL),
then uL=vL.
Intuitively this means that the tree corresponding to L
does not have different subtrees that represent isomorphic
graphs. It also means that in the minimal automaton Amin
corresponding to L there do not exist different states that
represent isomorphic graphs. In the next theorem we show
that for every grep language L we can find an equivalent one
(over the same alphabet) that is reduced. Moreover, in
general, the new language has less quotients than L. In other
words, an ``equivalent'' automaton can be found with less
states than the minimal automaton for L. Of course, this
does not contradict the minimality of Amin because we now
also have a ``semantic'' criterion for comparing states (two
states are ``semantically equivalent'' if they represent
isomorphic graphs).
As an introductory example, consider the grep language
L=[bd, bed, bee, caa, cab, daa, dab, db] from Example
2(3); cf. Fig. 4. Clearly, gra(bL)=gra([d, ed, ee]) and
gra(dL)=gra([aa, ab, b]) are both isomorphic with the
acyclic triangle. Also gra(cL), gra(caL), and gra(beL) are
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all isomorphic with the two-vertex one-edge graph. Thus, L
is certainly not reduced. Replacing dL by bL and replacing
cL by beL, in the sense of Lemma 5, we obtain the grep
language L$=[bd, bed, bee, cd, ce, dd, ded, dee] over h such
that gra(L$) is isomorphic with gra(L), where the strings of
L and L$ are listed in the order corresponding to their
isomorphism. It is easy to check that L$ is reduced. The min-
imal automaton for L$ is given in Fig. 6a; it has four states,
instead of the seven of the minimal automaton for L (in
Fig. 4d). It may be amusing to observe that a nonminimal
automaton can be ``semantically'' better than a minimal
one; Fig. 6b shows a nonminimal automaton (for L$) that
represents the same graph (modulo isomorphism) as the
minimal automaton (for L) of Fig. 4d, but that has less
states!
Theorem 7. For every grep language L over h there
exists a reduced grep language L$ over h such that
(1) gra(L$) isom gra(L), and
(2) for every prefix u of L$ there exists a prefix v of L
such that gra(uL$) isom gra(vL).
Proof. This is essentially a result that holds for arbitrary
trees (or expressions): if one can replace a subtree by
another subtree with the same ``meaning'' (as we know in
this case from Lemma 5), then one can always find an
``equivalent'' tree such that different subtrees have different
meanings. Thus the following proof can be best understood
by viewing the grep languages as trees.
For an arbitrary grep language L over h, define quo(L)=
[uL | u is a prefix of L]. Intuitively, quo(L) is the set of all
subtrees of the tree L. For a family X of such grep languages,
let quo(X)= [quo(L) | L # X]. We say that X is quotient-
closed if quo(X)X; intuitively, X is a set of trees that is
closed under taking subtrees. Note that quo(quo(L))
quo(L) because v(uL)=(uv)L. Note also that
L # quo(L) because *L=L.
FIG. 6. Reduced automata.
Let L0 be an arbitrary grep language. We will show the
existence of a reduced grep language L$0 satisfying
the requirements of the theorem. We now claim that the
following statement holds:
For every quotient-closed Xquo(L0) there is a map-
ping { : X  L(h), where L(h) is the family of all grep
languages over h, such that
(1) for every L # X, (gra({(L)) isom gra(L),
(2) for all L1 , L2 # X and all L$1 # quo({(L1)) and L$2 #
quo({(L2)), if gra(L$1) isom gra(L$2), then L$1=L$2 , and
(3) for every L # X and every M # quo({(L)) there exists
M $ # quo(L0) such that gra(M ) isom gra(M $).
It is easy to see that taking X=quo(L0) and L$0={(L0)
then proves the theorem. So it remains to prove the above
statement. We do this by induction on the cardinality of X.
For X=< there is nothing to prove. Now consider a non-
empty quotient-closed subset X of quo(L0). Let L be an ele-
ment of X of maximal depth, where the depth of L is the
maximal length of its strings (this is just the depth of the tree
corresponding to L). Then X&[L] is quotient-closed.
Hence, by induction, there is a mapping { : X&[L]  L(h)
that satisfies (1)(3). We extend { to X by defining {(L) as
follows, where we distinguish two cases.
Case (i). There exist L$ # X&[L] and M # quo({(L$))
such that gra(M ) isom gra(L). Then we define {(L)=M.
Obviously (1)(3) still hold for the extended {.
Case (ii). Case (i) does not hold. Let [a1 L, ..., akL]
=[aL | a # Vh]&[<]. Intuitively, this is the set of all
direct subtrees of the tree L. Clearly, ai L # X&[L] for all
1ik. We define {(L) to be the result of replacing aiL by
{(aiL) in L for 1ik, in the sense of Lemma 5. Thus,
{(L)= [ai } {(ai L) | 1ik]. By k applications of
Lemma 5, gra({(L)) isom gra(L). This shows property (1).
For property (2) it suffices to consider the case that
L$1={(L). But clearly the property is true because
Case (i) does not hold: gra({(L)) isom gra(L) and, hence,
gra({(L)) is not isomorphic to the graph defined by any
quotient of any {(L2). For property (3) it also suffices to
consider M={(L). Then gra(M ) isom gra(L) and L #
quo(L0). This proves the statement and the theorem. K
Note that the second property of L$, saying that every
gra(uL$) is already isomorphic to some gra(uL), implies
that L$ does not have more quotients than L, i.e., *[uL$|u
is a prefix of L$]*[uL | u is a prefix of L]. This is seen
as follows. Let [ g] denote the isomorphism class of a graph
g. Then the property says that [[gra(uL$)] | u is a prefix of
L$][[gra(uL)] | u is a prefix of L]. Now, since L$ is
reduced, *[uL$ | u is a prefix of L$]=*[[gra(uL$)] | u is
a prefix of L$]. And obviously *[[gra(uL$)] | u is a prefix
of L$]*[[gra(uL)] | u is a prefix of L]*[uL | u is a
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prefix of L]. Hence the minimal automation for L$ has at
most the number of states of the one for L.
3. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE CLASS OF
REPRESENTABLE GRAPHS
In this section we present two characterizations of the
class Rep(h) of all graphs that can be represented by a grep
language over a given (graph) alphabet h. The first charac-
terization (that has three variations) shows how the graphs
of Rep(h) can be obtained from certain elementary graphs
by the operation of substitution. The second characteriza-
tion is in terms of subgraphs that have trivial clans only.
These characterizations will show in which sense Rep(h)
generalizes the set of cographs [CorLerSte] and the set of
transitive VSP graphs [ValTarLaw]. We start with the first
characterization. To state it we need some terminology.
Let G be a set of graphs. G is closed under substitution if
the following holds: if g # G, gx # G for every x # Vg , and
g$ isom g[x  gx], then g$ # G. Let h be a graph. G is closed
under substitution into subgraphs of h if the following holds:
if g is a subgraph of h, gx # G for every x # Vg , and g$ isom
g[x  gx], then g$ # G. G is closed under substitution by sub-
graphs of h if the following holds: if g # G, gx is a subgraph
of h for every x # Vg , and g$ isom g[x  gx], then g$ # G.
Finally, G contains the one-vertex graph if it contains all one-
vertex graphs.
Theorem 8. Let h be a graph:
(1) Rep(h) is the smallest class of graphs that contains all
graphs that are isomorphic to a subgraph of h and is closed
under substitution.
(2) Rep(h) is the smallest class of graphs that contains
the one-vertex graph and is closed under substitution into sub-
graphs of h.
(3) Rep(h) is the smallest class of graphs that contains
the one-vertex graph and is closed under substitution by sub-
graphs of h.
Proof. We first show one half of (1). By definition, Rep(h)
is closed under isomorphisms. To prove that Rep(h) contains
all subgraphs of h, let XVh . Then the subgraph h[X] of h
is obviously represented by the grep language X over h. Note
that this also shows that Rep(h) contains the one-vertex
graph. To prove that Rep(h) is closed under substitution,
assume that L represents g and that Lx represents gx for
every x # Vg . Let , be the isomorphism from gra(L) to g.
Then gra( [xL,(x) | x # L]) isom gra(L)[x  gra(L,(x))] by
Theorem 4, and hence the grep language  [xL,(x) | x # L]
represents g[,(x)  g,(x)]= g[x  gx].
It now remains to show that for each grep language
L over h the graph gra(L) can be obtained (modulo
isomorphism) from the one-vertex graph by repeated sub-
stitution into, or by, subgraphs of h. We prove this by induc-
tion on the tree size of L, i.e., on the cardinality of the set of
all prefixes of L. If L has tree size 1, then L=[*] and gra(L)
is the one-vertex graph. Now assume that L has tree size
>1. We first prove the ``into'' part. Let X=[a # Vh | a is a
prefix of L]. Since L= [a(aL) | a # X ], Theorem 4
implies that gra(L) isom gra(X )[a  gra(aL)]. Now, aL
has a smaller tree size than L. Hence, by induction,
gra(aL) can be obtained from the one-vertex graph by
repeated substitution into subgraphs of h. The same is
therefore true for gra(L), because gra(X )=h[X ]. Next we
show the ``by'' part. There exists a prefix u of L such that
uLVh (u corresponds to a vertex of the tree of which all
children are leaves). Consider the grep language
K=(L&pref (u, L)) _ [u], as in the proof of Lemma 5.
For x # K, define the grep languages Lx as follows (also as
in the proof of Lemma 5): Lu=uL and Lx=[*] for
x{u. Then L= [xLx | x # K]. Hence, by Theorem 4,
gra(L) isom gra(K)[x  gra(Lx)]. Since K has smaller tree
size than L, gra(K ) can be obtained from the one-vertex
graph by repeated substitution by subgraphs of h. This
proves that the same is true for gra(L), because both
gra(Lu)=h[uL] and the one-vertex graphs gra(Lx)=
gra([*]) are subgraphs of h. K
As an example of Theorem 8(2), we consider again the
grep language L over h from Example 2(3) (cf. Fig. 4) and
verify that gra(L) can be obtained from the one-vertex
graph by repeated substitution into subgraphs of h. First,
gra(beL)=h[[d, e]], which is isomorphic to the graph
obtained by substituting the one-vertex graph into both ver-
tices of the subgraph h[[d, e]] of h. Second, gra(bL) is
isomorphic to (h[[d, e]])[x  gx], where gd is the one-
vertex graph and ge=h[[d, e]]. Hence, gra(bL) is
isomorphic to the acyclic triangle (as we have observed
before). Finally, it can be seen from Fig. 4c that gra(L) is
isomorphic to the graph (h[[b, c, d]])[x  gx], where gb
and gd are both the acyclic triangle, and gc isom h[[d, e]].
This shows that, indeed, gra(L) can be obtained by repeated
substitution into subgraphs of h.
Theorem 8(2) is another way of expressing the composi-
tionality theorem (Theorem 4). It says that, modulo
isomorphism, the graphs of Rep(h) can be denoted by
expressions that are formed with one constant, denoting the
one-vertex graph, and as many operators as there are sub-
graphs of h, each such operator denoting the graph opera-
tion of substitution into the corresponding subgraph of h.
These expressions are in fact in one-to-one correspondence
with (the trees corresponding to) the grep languages over h.
As an example, let o be the constant that denotes the one-
vertex graph and let _v1 } } } vk be the operator that denotes the
operation of substitution into h[[v1 , ..., vk]], i.e., to be pre-
cise, _v1 } } } vk( g1 , ..., gk)=(h[[v1 , ..., vk]])[x  gx], where
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gvi=gi for 1ik. Then, as discussed above for Exam-
ple 2(3), gra(L) is isomorphic to _bcd(_de(o, _de(o, o)),
_a(_ab(o, o)), _ab(_ab(o, o), o)). The usual picture of this
expression as a labeled ordered tree is given in Fig. 7. Clearly,
it is in one-to-one correspondence with the tree of Fig. 4b, in
the way discussed in the Introduction; rather than labeling a
vertex of the tree by an operator _v1 } } } vk (and ordering its k
children), one can equivalently label the k outgoing edges of
the vertex by the selectors v1 , ..., vk .
Theorem 8(3) is essentially the same as [EhrRoz2,
Theorem 7.11]. As observed there, substitution by a sub-
graph of h can be viewed as a rewriting step of a context-free
graph grammar; the tree corresponding to a grep language
L can be viewed as the derivation tree of the derivation of
gra(L) in this graph grammar. This establishes a bridge
between the subject of this paper and the area of graph
grammars. In fact, to be more precise, it is not difficult to
show that, for every graph h, the set of graphs Rep(h) can
be generated by a so-called neighbourhood-uniform NLC
graph grammar (see [JanRoz]). This implies that Rep(h)
can also be generated by a C-edNCE graph grammar, which
is a more powerful type of graph grammar (see, e.g.,
[EngRoz]). It is shown in [Eng] that every set of graphs
that is generated by a C-edNCE graph grammar, can be
represented by a set of trees in a way that naturally
generalizes the representation method in this paper.
Theorem 8 relates arbitrary substitutions (1), bottom-
up substitutions (2), and top-down substitutions (3).
Equality of the three classes can also be shown alter-
natively in a direct way (i.e., without the use of Rep(h))
through the associativity of graph substitution (cf.
[Cou1]), which means the following. Let g be a graph, let
gx be a graph for every x # Vg , and let gxy be a graph for
every x # Vg and y # Vgx ; then g[x  gx[ y  gxy]]isom
( g[x  gx])[(x, y)  gxy]. However, associativity of
graph substitution is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 4 and the associativity of string concatenation.
Thus, our proof of Theorem 8 is essentially the same as the
alternative proof suggested above. This means that the
associativity of graph substitution is indeed at the basis of
our approach.
FIG. 7. An expression tree.
We now turn to the second characterization. A graph is
primitive if all its clans are trivial (i.e., consist of all
vertices or of exactly one vertex). In other words, a graph is
primitive if it cannot be written as a substitution g[x  gx]
in a nontrivial way (see, e.g., Remark 5.9 of [Gol]); in
[Mo hRad] such graphs are said to be prime. We show that,
for a graph h, the primitive subgraphs of h are the only
primitive subgraphs of graphs in Rep(h). Thus, giving the
alphabet graph h amounts to an explicit specification of the
primitivity that is allowed in the graphs of Rep(h).
Theorem 9. Let h be a graph. Then Rep(h) is the set of
all graphs g such that every primitive subgraph of g is
isomorphic to a subgraph of h.
Proof. We first show that for every graph g # Rep(h)
all primitive subgraphs of g are isomorphic to subgraphs
of h. This is similar to the proof of [EhrRoz2, Theorem
4.4]. Let g=gra(L) for some grep language L over h, and
let XL be such that g[X ] is primitive. Let uL be the
quotient of L with the smallest cardinality such that X
pref (u, L)=u(uL); intuitively, u corresponds to the least
ancestor of the leaves that correspond to X. Consider any
a # Vh such that ua is a prefix of L. Then X is not
contained in pref (ua, L). Since pref (ua, L) is a clan of g
(see Lemma 3), it is easy to see that X & pref (ua, L) is
either empty or a clan of g[X ]. Hence, because all clans
of g[X ] are trivial, X & pref (ua, L) is either empty or a
singleton. Let Y=[a # Vh | X & pref (ua, L) is a single-
ton]=[a1 , ..., ak]. Then X=[ua1 v1 , ..., uakvk] for certain
v1 , ..., vk # V h*. Since g[X ]=gra(X ), this shows that
g[X ] is isomorphic to the subgraph h[Y ] of h.
Next we show that all graphs g such that every primitive
subgraph of g is isomorphic to a subgraph of h, are in
Rep(h). We do this by induction on the cardinality of Vg . If
*Vg=1, then g is the one-vertex graph, which is in Rep(h)
by Theorem 8(2). Now assume that *Vg>1. Let
P=[P1 , ..., Pk] be a partition of Vg into proper clans (i.e.,
clans Pi {Vg) that is maximal, in the sense that there is no
such partition coarser than P. Note that such a P exists
because there is at least one partition of Vg into proper
clans, viz. all singleton subsets of Vg . Choose xi # Pi , for
1ik. Let g$=gP be the quotient graph, i.e., Vg$=P,
and, for distinct Pi , Pj # P, Eg$ (Pi , Pj)=Eg(xi , xj). Note
that g$ does not depend on the choice of the xi . Then it is
easy to see that g isom ( gP)[Pi  g[Pi]]1ik . Due to
the maximality of P, gP is primitive. Moreover, gP is
isomorphic to g[[x1 , ..., xk]], and hence gP is isomorphic
to a subgraph h$ of h. By induction, g[Pi] is in Rep(h).
Hence g is isomorphic to some h$[x  gx], where gx is in
Rep(h). Theorem 8(2) now implies that g is in Rep(h). K
For a given graph g # Rep(h) there are in general several
grep languages L over h that represent g. We leave it as a
further topic of investigation to find an efficient algorithm
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that constructs the language L with the smallest minimal
automaton, i.e., the most compact representation of g. Note
that the algorithm of Theorem 7 does not necessarily
produce the most compact representation. The second part
of the proof of Theorem 9 gives a suggestion for such an
algorithm. In general, there are several possible choices for
a maximal partition P=[P1 , ..., Pk] of Vg into proper
clans. A possible strategy is to take P in such a way that as
many of the clans Pi as possible are isomorphic. This then
leads to a language L with few quotients. For instance, for
the graph g=grah(Ln) of Example 2(1), any partition
P=[P1 , P2] such that x1<x2 for all x1 # P1 and x2 # P2 ,
is a maximal partition of Vg into proper clans. However,
g[P1] and g[P2] are only isomorphic in the (unique) case
that P1 and P2 are of equal cardinality. This choice leads
(recursively) to the compact representation L=[0, 1]n
which obviously is the most compact one, with a minimal
automaton Amin of n+1 states (note that the leading 1 of
Ln=1 } [0, 1]n was only added to stress the similarity with
binary number notation).
The second part of the proof of Theorem 9 also shows
that in Theorem 8(2) the substitution may be restricted to
substitution into primitive subgraphs of h with at least two
vertices (note that gP has at least two vertices). This
implies (cf. the first part of the proof of Theorem 8) that we
may restrict ourselves to grep languages L over h such that,
for every prefix u of L, if X=[a # Vh | ua is a prefix of L],
then h[X ] is primitive and *X2. This again implies the
following corollary.
Corollary 10. Theorem 8 holds with ``subgraph(s)
of h'' replaced by ``primitive subgraph(s) of h.'' Moreover, in
Theorem 8(2,3) ``subgraphs of h'' may even be replaced by
``primitive subgraphs of h with at least two vertices.''
Note that all graphs with one or two vertices are
primitive.
We are now able to explain precisely in which sense we
generalize cographs [CorLerSte] and transitive VSP
graphs [ValTarLaw]. Let hco be the graph with Vhco=
[a, b, c] and Ehco=[(a, b), (b, a)]. Since we view two direc-
ted edges in opposite directions as one undirected edge, hco
is the undirected graph with three vertices and one edge (see
Fig. 3a). Clearly, hco has exactly two nonisomorphic
primitive subgraphs with at least two vertices: hco[[a, c]]
and hco[[a, b]] (the discrete graph with two vertices and
the graph with two vertices and one undirected edge). It
should also be clear that substitution of graphs g1 and g2 in
the first graph gives the disjoint union of g1 and g2 , whereas
the substitution of g1 and g2 in the second graph gives the
``complete connection'' of g1 and g2 (i.e., the result of adding
all edges between g1 and g2 in the disjoint union of g1 and
g2). Hence, by Theorem 8(2) in the version of Corollary 10,
Rep(hco) is the smallest class of graphs that contains the
one-vertex graph and is closed under disjoint union and
complete connection. Thus, by the definition of cograph,
Rep(hco) is the set of cographs. An example of a cograph is
given in Example 2(2) and Fig. 3b. As observed above (just
before Corollary 10), we may assume that the trees corre-
sponding to grep languages over hco are binary, and the
edges leaving a vertex of the tree are labeled either by a and
c (corresponding to disjoint union) or by a and b (corre-
sponding to complete connection); see Fig. 3c for an exam-
ple. These trees are in obvious correspondence with the
cotrees that represent cographs. Note that Theorem 8(1)
and Corollary 10 say that the set of cographs is the smallest
substitution-closed set of graphs containing all one- and
two-vertex undirected graphs. Note also that Theorem 9
says that an undirected graph is a cograph iff all its primitive
subgraphs have at most two vertices (as shown in [EngHar-
ProRoz, Theorem 3.18]).
As a similar example, let htsp be the graph with Vhtsp=
[a, b, c] and Ehtsp=[(a, b)]. Then, again by Theorem 8(2)
and Corollary 10, Rep(htsp) is the smallest class of graphs
containing the one-vertex graph and closed under disjoint
union and ``directed complete connection'' (in which all
directed edges from g1 to g2 are added to the disjoint union
of g1 and g2). Thus, Rep(htsp) is the set of TSP graphs
[CorLerSte], which is the set of transitive VSP graphs
[ValTarLaw]. Clearly, the transitive VSP graphs are in
oneone correspondence with the intransitive VSP graphs
(or MVSP graphs); thus, the binary trees corresponding to
the grep languages over htsp are exactly the binary decom-
position trees of MVSP graphs [ValTarLaw].
Consider now the graph hunp with Vhunp=[a, b, c, d ]
and Ehunp=[(a, b), (c, d ), (d, c)]. Then, by Theorem 9,
Rep(hunp) is the set of all graphs that have no primitive sub-
graphs with more than two vertices; this is the set of
uniformly nonprimitive graphs considered in [EngHar-
ProRoz]. It naturally contains all cographs and all TSP
graphs; it is the smallest class of graphs containing the
one-vertex graph and closed under disjoint union, com-
plete connection, and directed complete connection (see
[EngHarProRoz, Theorem 3.26]).
If h is the discrete graph with two vertices, then Rep(h) is
the set of all discrete graphs. If h is the graph with two ver-
tices and one edge, then Rep(h) is the set of all linear orders
(see Example 2(1) and Fig. 2 for an example). If h is the
graph with two vertices and two edges, then Rep(h) is the
set of all complete graphs.
As a last example, consider the graph h with Vh=
[a, b, c] and Eh=[(a, b), (b, c)]. Since h is primitive, it
follows again from Theorem 8(2) and Corollary 10 that
Rep(h) is the smallest set of graphs containing the one-
vertex graph and closed under disjoint union, directed
complete connection, and ``double'' directed complete
connection (which for graphs g1 , g2 , g3 results in their
disjoint union to which all edges from g1 to g2 and all edges
from g2 to g3 are added).
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We end this section by mentioning some other conse-
quences of Theorem 9. First, it is decidable for arbitrary
graphs h1 and h2 , whether or not Rep(h1)Rep(h2). In fact,
Rep(h1)Rep(h2) iff h1 # Rep(h2) iff every primitive sub-
graph of h1 is isomorphic to a subgraph of h2 .
Second, there is a forbidden subgraph characterization of
Rep(h). Let N be the maximal size of a primitive subgraph
of h, and let Gh be the (finite) set of all (isomorphism classes
of) primitive graphs of size N+2 that are not a subgraph
of h. It is shown in [EhrRoz3] that every primitive graph of
size k has a primitive subgraph of size k&1 or k&2. Conse-
quently, g # Rep(h) iff g has no subgraph in Gh . Note that
we may in fact restrict Gh to the elements that are minimal
with respect to the subgraph relation. As an example, for
h=hunp , Gh has eight minimal elements; these are the
forbidden subgraphs presented in [EngHarProRoz,
Theorem 3.14].
Third, as shown in [EngHarProRoz, Section 4.3], every
graph property that can be defined in monadic second-order
logic (with quantification of sets of vertices), is in
LOG(CFL) for the graphs of Rep(h). Note also that the for-
bidden subgraph characterization of Rep(h) implies that its
membership problem is in DLOG (in fact, for a fixed graph
g0 , it can be checked in deterministic logarithmic space
whether or not a given graph g has a subgraph isomorphic
to g0 , by systematically searching through all subgraphs of
g of the same size as g0). Thus, for fixed h, efficient algo-
rithms exist to recognize the graphs in Rep(h) and to verify
several of their properties.
Finally, we mention that Theorem 9 also holds conver-
sely, in the following sense. Let G be a finite set of primitive
graphs, and let PR(G) be the set of all graphs g such that
every primitive subgraph of g is isomorphic to a graph in G.
Then there exists a graph h such that PR(G)=Rep(h). In
fact, it is easy to see that we may remove from G all graphs
which contain a primitive subgraph that is not in G. This
shows that we may assume that G is subgraph closed. Let
Gmax be the set of graphs in G that are maximal with respect
to the subgraph relation in G. We now take h to be the dis-
joint union of all graphs in Gmax . Obviously, G equals the
set of primitive subgraphs of this h.
Theorem 9, together with its converse show that the effect
of the alphabet h is to restrict the possible types of primitive
subgraphs: for any class X of graphs, there exists a graph h
such that X=Rep(h) iff there exists a finite set of primitive
graphs G such that X=PR(G ).
4. CONCATENATION AND UNIFORM SUBSTITUTION
In Theorem 4 we have shown the fundamental rela-
tionship between a generalized type of concatenation of
languages and substitution of graphs. In this section we
briefly consider this relationship for the usual type of con-
catenation. Suppose that a graph g is represented by a grep
language L0 , and suppose that L0 is the concatenation
L1 L2 of two other grep languages (where L1 L2=
[xy | x # L1 , y # L2] as usual). It is easy to see what this
means for the structure of g with respect to substitution: it
is the case of Theorem 4 with Lx=L2 for every x # L1 . The
corresponding substitution of graphs will be called ``uniform
substitution'' (it is called composition or lexicographic
product in [Har, Sab2]).
Definition 11. Let g1=(V1 , E1) and g2=(V2 , E2) be
graphs. The uniform substitution of g2 into g1 , denoted
g1  g2 , is the graph g1[x  g2]x # V1 . Thus, it is the
graph (V, E ) with V=V1_V2 , and for distinct (x1 , y1),
(x2 , y2) # V,
E((x1 , y1), (x2 , y2))={E1(x1 , x2)E2( y1 , y2)
if x1{x2
if x1=x2 .
For x # V1 , the x-row of g1  g2 , denoted ( g1  g2)(x, *), is
the subgraph of g1  g2 induced by [(x, y) | y # V2].
Similarly, for y # V2 , the y-column of g1  g2 , denoted
( g1  g2)(*, y), is the subgraph of g1  g2 induced by
[(x, y) | x # V1].
Examples of uniform substitution are the following: the
graph of Fig. 2a is (isomorphic to) the graph g  g, where
g is the two-vertex one-edge graph; the graph of Fig. 3b is
g1  g2 , where g1 is the discrete two-vertex graph and g2 is
the square.
The rowcolumn terminology in Definition 11 comes, of
course, from viewing g1  g2 as a matrix. As with arbitrary
substitution, it should be clear that for every x # V1 , the x-
row is a clan of g1  g2 that is isomorphic to g2 (with the
second projection V1_V2  V2 as isomorphism). Also, for
every y # V2 , the y-column of g1  g2 is isomorphic to g1
(but not necessarily a clan). Thus, the rows of g1  g2 are a
partition of g1  g2 into isomorphic clans, and the columns
are a partition into isomorphic subgraphs. This makes
g1  g2 a graph with a very regular structure.
Observe that the operation of uniform substitution
behaves well with respect to isomorphism: if g$1 isom g1 and
g$2 isom g2 , then g$1  g$2 isom g1  g2 . In fact, if ,i : g$i  gi
is an isomorphism, then (,1 , ,2) : ( g$1  g$2)  ( g1  g2) is
an isomorphism, where
(,1 , ,2)(x, y)=(,1(x), ,2( y)).
The relationship between (ordinary) concatenation of
grep languages and uniform substitution of graphs is stated
in the next result.
Theorem 12. Let L1 and L2 be grep languages over h:
(1) gra(L1L2) isom (gra(L1)  gra(L2)), and in parti-
cular the concatenation function ,(x, y)=xy is an isomor-
phism from gra(L1)  gra(L2) to gra(L1L2).
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(2) If L1 and L2 represent graphs g1 and g2 respectively,
then L1L2 represents g1  g2 .
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 4, and (1) implies (2).
K
Note that the minimal automaton for L1L2 can be
obtained from those for L1 and L2 by identifying the final
state of the one for L1 with the initial state of the one
for L2 .
As an example, the language L of Example 2(2) equals
L1 L2 with L1=[a, c] and L2=[a, b] } [a, c]; cf. Fig. 3.
Applying Theorem 12 to L2 , we obtain that gra(L2) is
isomorphic to gra([a, b])  gra([a, c]), where gra([a, b])
is the two-vertex one-edge graph and gra([a, c]) is the
discrete two-vertex graph; in other words, gra(L2) is
isomorphic to the square. Applying Theorem 12 now to L,
we obtain that gra(L) is isomorphic to the result of
uniformly substituting the square into the discrete two-
vertex graph, as mentioned before. Note that in Fig. 3b
the squares are drawn in a twisted way to suggest their
isomorphism with gra([a, b])  gra([a, c]).
Suppose now that a graph g is represented by a grep
language L0 which is the concatenation L1 L2 L3 of three
other grep languages. Such concatenations are clearly
related to ``double'' uniform substitutions, which have
an extremely regular structure. Uniform substitution is
associative, i.e., for graphs g1 , g2 , g3 , the graphs
( g1  g2)  g3 and g1  ( g2  g3) are isomorphic. In fact,
both of them are isomorphic to the ``double'' uniform sub-
stitution, denoted g1  g2  g3 , that is defined to be the
graph (V, E) with
V=Vg1 _Vg2 _Vg3 ,
and for distinct (x1 , y1 , z1), (x2 , y2 , z2) # V,
E((x1 , y1 , z1), (x2 , y2 , z2))
Eg1(x1 , x2) if x1{x2
={Eg2( y1 , y2) if x1=x2 ; y1 {y2Eg3(z1 , z2) if x1=x2 ; y1=y2 .
The isomorphisms between (g1  g2)  g3 , g1  ( g2  g3),
and g1  g2  g3 are the canonical ones between cartesian
products.
As an example of a double uniform substitution, consider
the graph of Fig. 3b. It is easily seen that this graph is
isomorphic to the graph g1  g2  g1 , where g1 is the dis-
crete two-vertex graph and g2 is the two-vertex one-edge
graph.
It follows directly from Theorem 12 that gra(L1L2 L3)
is isomorphic to gra(L1)  gra(L2)  gra(L3), with con-
catenation as isomorphism. Thus, for the language
L=[a, c] } [a, b] } [a, c] of Example 2(2) and Fig. 3,
gra(L) is isomorphic to the graph g1  g2  g1 just
mentioned, as also explained as an example just after
Theorem 12.
These considerations can be generalized to the fact that
gra(L1 . . .Ln) isom gra(L1)  } } }  gra(Ln), in an obvious
way. As an example, the graph gra(1 } [0, 1]n) of Example
2(1) is isomorphic to h  h  } } }  h (n times).
Let us finally consider the case that the language L0 con-
tains a concatenation of two languages L1 and L2 rather
than being equal to it. Thus, let L1 L2L0 , where L0 , L1 ,
L2 represent the graphs g0 , g1 , g2 , respectively. Then
Theorem 12 implies that g1  g2 can be embedded in g0 , i.e.,
that g0 has a subgraph that is isomorphic to g1  g2 . One
might think that this also holds the other way around, i.e.,
that every graph g0 that has a subgraph isomorphic with a
uniform substitution g1  g2 , can be represented by a grep
language L0 such that L1 L2L0 , where L1 and L2 repre-
sent g1 and g2 . This is, however, not true, as shown by the
following counterexample.
Example 13. Let g0 be the graph in Fig. 8a, and let g1
and g2 both be the graph with two vertices and one edge.
Obviously, g0 has a subgraph isomorphic to g1  g2 , viz.
the subgraph induced by the four vertices in the square of
Fig. 8a. We claim that there do not exist grep languages
L0 , L1 , L2 that represent g0 , g1 , g2 such that L1L2L0 .
Assume to the contrary that such languages do exist. Let
L1=[u, v] with Egra(L1)=[(u, v)], and L2=[x, y] with
Egra(L2)=[(x, y)], where u, v, x, y are strings. Then
L0=[ux, uy, vx, vy, z] for some string z. By the definition
of uniform substitution, gra(L1)  gra(L2) is the graph
shown in Fig. 8b. Hence, by Theorem 12(1), gra(L1L2) is
the graph shown in Fig. 8c. Since gra(L1L2) is isomorphic
to a subgraph of g0 and since it is easily checked that the
graph of Fig. 8c can only be embedded in the graph of
Fig. 8a in one way, gra(L0) must be the graph shown in
FIG. 8. Example 13.
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Fig. 8d. Now, since Egra(L0)(z, ux){Egra(L0)(z, uy), z has
prefix u by property (F3). However, since Egra(L0)(z, vx){
Egra(L0)(z, vy), z has prefix v. This contradicts the fact that L1
is prefix-free.
It turns out that the embedding of g1  g2 into g0 has a
very special property: it transforms the rows of g1  g2
(which are clans of g1  g2) into ``clan-separable'' sub-
graphs of g0 . Let g be a graph and X, YVg ; we say that
X and Y are clan-separable if there exist disjoint clans X $
and Y $ of g such that XX $ and YY $. Note that in
Example 13 (Fig. 8b) the ``rows'' [ux, uy] and [vx, vy] are
not clans, and hence they are not clan-separable (because z
is the only vertex left).
Theorem 14. Let L0 , L1 , L2 be grep languages over h
such that L1L2L0 , and let gi=gra(Li) for i=1, 2, 3. Then
there is an isomorphism , from g1  g2 to a subgraph of g0
such that ,(( g1  g2)(x, *)) and ,(( g1  g2)( y, *)) are clan-
separable for all distinct x, y # Vg1 .
Proof. Since L1L2L0 , the concatenation function ,
is an isomorphism from g1  g2 to the subgraph gra(L1L2)
of g0 by Theorem 12. For every x # L1 , ,(( g1  g2)(x, *))
=xL2pref(x, L0). Since L1 is prefix-free, pref(x, L0) and
pref( y, L0) are disjoint clans of L0 for all distinct elements
x, y of L1 (cf. Lemma 3). Hence ,(( g1  g2)(x, *)) and
,(( g1  g2)( y, *)) are clan-separable. K
It can be shown that the clan separability of the rows of
g1  g2 in g0 is in fact also a sufficient condition, i.e., it
guarantees the existence of an alphabet graph h and grep
languages Li over h that represent gi , such that L1 L2L0 .
CONCLUSION
We have introduced a new method for the specification of
(finite) graphs: by finite prefix-free languages over an
alphabet with a graph structure. Our results have
demonstrated the intrinsic relationship between language
concatenation and graph substitution. We have also
demonstrated that the method naturally generalizes the
hierarchical specification of various well-known classes of
graphs.
We see this paper as the beginning of a systematic study
of this new graph specification method. Let us mention
some topics that in our opinion should be investigated.
In general, as observed in the paper, we wish to know
how the structure of the grep language influences the struc-
ture of the represented graph, and, in particular, how well-
known operations on languages are reflected as operations
on graphs. For example, it would be interesting to
investigate the (language) operations of homomorp-
hism and substitution, both closely related to concatena-
tion. Another example is reversal: if a grep language
is both prefix-free and suffix-free, then what is the
relationship between the two graphs that are represented by
the language and its reversal?
Another, related question is how operations on the
alphabet graph influence the corresponding classes of
represented graphs. As a concrete example, if there is a
graph homomorphism from h1 to h2 , then what is the rela-
tionship between Rep(h1) and Rep(h2) ?
It is also of interest to know how properties of h lead to
properties of Rep(h); cf. Theorem 9. As an example, if h is a
comparability graph then so are all graphs in Rep(h). This
follows from Theorem 8 and the fact that the class of com-
parability graphs is closed under graph substitution (see
Theorem 5.6 of [Gol]).
Is there an efficient algorithm that computes for a given
graph g the smallest representation grah(L) of g? Here
``smallest'' refers to the sum of the sizes of h and the minimal
automaton that recognizes L. It would also be of interest to
investigate the properties of the size of the smallest represen-
tation of g, viewed as a complexity measure.
We have restricted ourselves to finite languages, but
clearly the definitions also apply to infinite languages. Thus,
a natural method for the specification of infinite graphs is
obtained. This allows one to use language theory in its
generality for the investigation of infinite graphs. Thus, one
may ask which infinite graphs are regular in the sense that
they can be specified by regular grep languages, and the
same question can be asked for context-free grep languages.
The resulting notions of regular and context-free infinite
graphs should be compared to the existing ones in the
literature [MulSch, Cou2].
It would be interesting to try to generalize our method to
hypergraphs. To decide when a finite number of strings
(representing vertices of a hypergraph) should form a
hyperedge, one would have to generalize the notion of ``first
difference'' from two strings to any number of strings and
change the notion of ``alphabet graph'' accordingly. Again,
it would be natural to do this generalization in such a way
that language concatenation would still correspond to
hypergraph substitution (as used, e.g., in the area of graph
grammars).
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